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A
AC-OK Signal. The signal used to indicate the loss of AC
input voltage from the 115 / 230 V line.

Bridge Rectifier. A full wave rectifier circuit employing
four rectifiers in a bridge configuration.

Altitude Testing. Generally performed to determine the
proper functionality of equipment in airplanes and other
flying objects. MIL-STD-810.

British Telecom Standards. A telecommunications
industry standard developed by the British PTT authorities.

Ambient Temperature. The temperature of the
environment, usually the still air in the immediate
proximity of the power supply.

Brownout. A reduction of the AC mains distribution
voltage, usually caused deliberately by the utility company
to reduce power consumption when demand exceeds
generation or distribution capacity.

Apparent Power. A value of power for AC circuits that
is calculated as the product of rms current times rms
voltage, without taking power factor into account.

Burn-In. Operating a newly manufactured power supply,
usually at rated load, for a period of time in order to force
component infant mortality failures or other latent defects.

B

C

Bandwidth. A range of frequencies over which a certain
phenomenon is to be considered.

Capacitive Coupling. Coupling of a signal between two
circuits, due to discrete or parasitic capacitance between
the circuits.

Baseplate. All modular products have an aluminum
mounting base at which Vicor specifies operating
temperatures and which should be affixed to a thermally
conductive surface for cooling.
Bellcore Specification. A telecommunications industry
standard developed by Bellcore.
Bipolar Transistor. A transistor that operates by the
action of minority carriers across a PN junction; and is a
current controlled device as opposed to a voltage
controlled device.
Bleeder Resistor. A resistor added to a circuit for the
purpose of providing a small current drain, to assure
discharge of capacitors.
Bobbin. A device upon which the windings of a
transformer or inductor are wound, it provides a form for
the coil and insulates the windings from the core.
Booster Converter. A “slave” module in a Driver /
Booster combination, where the Driver is the master.
Several Boosters can be paralleled with a Driver module
for higher output power.
Breakdown Voltage. A voltage level at which dielectric
insulation fails by excessive leakage current or arcing. In
reference to power supplies the breakdown voltage is the
maximum AC or DC voltage that can be applied from
input to output and / or chassis.
Bridge Converter. A DC-DC converter topology
(configuration) employing two or four active switching
components in a bridge configuration across a power
transformer.
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Center Tap. An electrical connection made at the center
of a transformer or inductor winding, usually so as to result
in an equal number of turns on either side of the tap.
Centralized Power Architecture (CPA). One of the
oldest power systems architectures, generates all system
voltages at a central location and distributes them to load
locations via distribution buses. This can be effective if the
voltages are high and the currents low or if the distances
between the power supply and the loads are small.
C-Grade. Industry standard where the operating
temperature of a device does not drop below –20°C.
Chassis Mount Configuration. A configuration where the
modules or AC front ends are mounted directly to the chassis.
Common-Mode Noise. Noise present equally on two
conductors with respect to some reference point; often
used specifically to refer to noise present on both the hot
and neutral AC lines with respect to ground.
ComPAC. A Vicor DC input power supply that provides
EMC filtering and transient suppression for industrial,
military and telecommunications markets.
Constant Current Power Supply. A power supply
designed to regulate output current for changes in line,
load, ambient temperature and drift resulting from time.
Constant Voltage Power Supply. A power supply
designed to regulate output voltage for changes in line,
load, ambient temperature and drift resulting from time.
Control Circuit. A circuit in a closed-loop system, typically
containing an error amplifier, that controls the operation
of the system to achieve regulation.
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Converter. An electrical circuit that accepts a DC input
and generates a DC output of a different voltage usually
achieved by high frequency switching action employing
inductive and capacitive filter elements.
Crest Factor. In an AC circuit, the mathematical ratio of
the peak to rms values of a waveform. Crest factor is
sometimes used for describing the current stress in AC
mains supply wires, since for a given amount of power
transferred, the rms value, and hence the losses, become
greater with increasing peak values. Crest factor gives
essentially the same information as power factor, and is
being replaced by power factor in power supply technology.
Cross Regulation. The effect of a load change on one
output to the regulation of another output. It usually only
applies to non postregulated (quasi) outputs.
Crowbar. An overvoltage protection method that shorts
the power supply output to ground in order to protect the
load when an overvoltage fault is detected.
CSA. Canadian Standards Association. Defines the
standards and safety requirements for power components.
Current Limiting. An overload protection circuit that
limits the maximum output current of a power supply in
order to protect the load and / or the power supply.
Current Mode. A control method for switch-mode
converters where the converter adjusts its regulating
pulsewidth in response to measured output current and
output voltage, using a dual loop control circuit.
Current Monitor. An analog power supply signal that is
linearly proportional to output current flow.

D
DC-OK Signal. Signal used to monitor the status of the
DC output.
Derating. A reduction in an operating specification to
improve reliability. For power supplies it is usually a
specified reduction in output power to facilitate operation
at higher temperatures.
Design Life. The expected lifetime of a power supply
during which it will operate to its published specifications.
Differential-Mode Noise. Noise that is measured
between two lines with respect to a common reference
point excluding common-mode noise. The resultant
measurement is the difference of the noise components of
the two lines. The noise between the DC output and DC
return is usually measured in power supplies.
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Distributed Power Architecture (DPA). A power
distribution architecture that replaces multiple central
power sources with a single bulk supply that is converted
to the end-use voltages by DC-DC converters located at
the point of need. The growth of this design technique is
demonstrated by the size of the DC-DC converter market.
Distributed power can reduce the system size, reduce the
system weight, provide better operation with battery
power, and deliver more efficient sub-system isolation and
redundancy.
Drift. The change in an output voltage, after a warm-up
period, as a function of time when all other variables such
as line, load, and operating temperature are held constant.
Driver Module. The controlling module in a standalone
or Driver / Booster configuration. The Driver module
contains all the control circuitry.
Dropout. The lower limit of the AC input voltage where
the power supply just begins to experience insufficient
input to maintain regulation. The dropout voltage for
linears is largely line dependent, whereas for most
switchers it is largely load dependent, and to a smaller
degree line dependent.
Dynamic Load Regulation. The delta in output voltage
when the output load is rapidly changed.

E
Efficiency. The ratio of total output power to input power
expressed as a percentage.
Electronic Load. An electronic device designed to provide
a load to the outputs of a power supply, usually capable
of dynamic loading, and frequently programmable or
computer controlled.
EMC. Electromagnetic Compatibility. Relating to
compliance with electromagnetic emissions and
susceptibility standards.
EMI. Electromagnetic Interference. The generation of
unwanted noise during the operation of a power supply
or other electrical or electronic equipment.
ESR. Equivalent Series Resistance. The value of resistance
in series with an ideal capacitor that duplicates the
performance characteristics of a real capacitor.
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F
Factorized Power Architecture (FPA). A power
distribution architecture that is inherently more granular
and leverages an allocation of the DC-DC converter
functions consistent with efficient power distribution
principles. An optimal power distribution architecture
should efficiently support demanding low voltage, high
current loads. FPA is a higher level power architecture that
offers dramatic improvements in onboard power distribution
systems, in performance, reliability and economy.
Fault Tolerant Configuration. A method of parallel
operation, using output Oring diodes, in which the failure
of a single supply (module) will not result in a loss of
power. The total current of the parallel system must not
exceed the load requirements to a point where the failure
of a single unit will not result in a system overload.
FET. Field Effect Transistor. A majority carrier-voltage
controlled transistor.
FinMod. A flangeless /finned packaging option available
on Vicor’s VI-/MI-Family converters and accessory modules.
FlatPAC. A Vicor AC-DC switcher available with one, two
or three outputs, with total power rating from 50 – 600 W.
Floating Output. An output of a power supply that is
not connected or referenced to any other output, usually
denoting full galvanic isolation. Floating outputs can
generally be used as either positive or negative outputs.
Non floating outputs share a common return line and are
hence DC referenced to one another.
Foldback Current Limiting. A type of protection circuit
where the output current decreases as the overload
increases. The output current reaches a minimum as the
load approaches a short circuit condition.
Forward Converter. A switching power supply in which
the energy is transferred from the input to the output
during the “on” time of the primary switching device.

G
GATE IN. The GATE IN pin of the module may be used to
turn the module on or off. When GATE IN is pulled low,
the module is turned off. When GATE IN is floating (open
collector) the module is turned on. The open circuit voltage
of the GATE IN pin is less than 10 V, referenced to –Vin.
A GATE OUT / GATE IN connection is necessary to run
Driver / Booster configurations.
GATE OUT. The GATE OUT pin is the clock pulse of the
converter. It is used to synchronize Booster modules to a
Driver module for high power arrays.
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Ground. An electrical connection to earth or some
other conductor that is connected to earth. Sometimes
the term “ground” is used in place of “common,” but
such usage is not correct unless the connection is also
connected to earth.
Ground Loop. An unintentionally induced feedback
loop caused by two or more circuits sharing a common
electrical ground.

H
Haversine. A waveform that is sinusoidal in nature, but
consists of a portion of a sine wave superimposed on
another waveform. The input current waveform to a
typical offline power supply has the form of a haversine.
Headroom. Used in conjunction with series pass
regulators, headroom is the difference between the input
and output voltages.
Heat Sink. A medium of high thermal mass that can
absorb (sink) heat indefinitely with negligible change in
temperature. Heat sinks are not necessarily needed with
Vicor modules, and their use is highly dependent on the
individual application, power and ambient temperature.
High Line Input. The maximum steady-state input
voltage on the input pin.
Hipot. Abbreviation for high potential, and generally
refers to the high voltages used to test dielectric
withstand capability for regulatory agency electrical safety
requirements.
Hold-Up Capacitor. A capacitor whose energy is used to
provide output voltage for a period after the removal of
input voltage.
Hold-Up Time. The length of time a power supply can
operate in regulation after failure of the AC input. Linears
have very short hold-up times due to the energy stored
on the low-voltage secondary side output capacitors.
Switchers have longer times due to higher-voltage
primary-side energy storage capacitors.
Hot Swap. Insertion and extraction of a power supply
into a system while power is applied.

I
I-Grade. Industry standard where the operation
temperature of a device does not drop below –40°C.
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Impedance. The ratio of voltage to current at a specified
frequency.

Line Voltage (Mains). The sine wave voltage provided to
the power supply, usually expressed in volts rms.

Induced Noise. Noise generated in a circuit by varying a
magnetic field produced by another circuit.

Load Regulation. The change in output voltage when
the load on the output is changed.

Input Line Filter. An internally or externally mounted
lowpass or band-reject filter at the power supply input
that reduces the noise fed into the power supply.

Local Sensing. Using the voltage output terminals of the
power supply as sense points for voltage regulation.

Inrush Current. The peak current flowing into a power
supply the instant AC power is applied. This peak may be
much higher than the steady state input current due to
the charging of the input filter capacitors.
Inrush Current Limiting. A circuit that limits the amount
of inrush current when a power supply is turned on.
Isolation. Two circuits that are completely electrically
separated with respect to DC potentials, and almost
always AC potentials. In power supplies, it is defined
as the electrical separation of the input and output via
the transformer.
Isolation Voltage. The maximum AC or DC test voltage
that may be applied from input to output and / or chassis
of a power supply. Usually this has a time limit per
preregulatory agency such as EN60950.
Intermediate Bus Architecture (IBA). A power
distribution architecture that relies on non-isolated pointof-load regulators (niPOLs), reducing the POL function to
regulation and transformation. The niPOLs operate from
an intermediate bus voltage provided by upstream isolated
converters. However, IBA has inherent limitations that
require tradeoffs between distribution and conversion loss
that limit responsiveness to rapid load changes. IBA has
proven effective as an interim method of containing
power system cost while addressing the trend toward a
proliferation of lower load voltages.

L
Leakage Current. A term relating to current flowing
between the AC supply wires and earth ground. The term
does not necessarily denote a fault condition. In power
supplies, leakage current usually refers to the 60 Hz
current that flows through the EMC filter capacitors
connected between the AC lines and ground (Y caps).
Linear Regulator. A regulating technique where a
dissipative active device such as a transistor is placed
in series with a power supply output to regulate the
output voltage.
Line Regulation. The change in output voltage when
the AC input voltage is changed from minimum to
maximum specified.
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Long Term Stability. Power supply output voltage
change due to time with all other factors held constant.
This is expressed in percent and is a function of
component aging.
Low Line. The minimum steady state voltage that can be
applied between the +IN and –IN pins of a converter and
still maintain output regulation.

M
Mains. The utility AC power distribution wires.
Margining. Adjusting a power supply output voltage
up or down from its nominal setting in order to verify
system performance margin with respect to supply
voltage. This is usually done electrically by a systemgenerated control signal.
MegaMod. A chassis mount packaging option that
incorporates one, two or three VI- / MI-200 Family
converters for single, dual or triple outputs having a
combined power of up to 600 W.
M-Grade. An industry standard where the operating
temperature of a device does not drop below –55°C.
MIL-SPECS. Military standards that a device must meet to
be used in military environments.
MiniMod. A junior size (VI- / MI-J00) version of the
VI- / MI-200 Family of DC-DC converters offering up
to half the power in a 2.28" x 2.4" x 0.5" (57,9 x 61,0 x
12,7 mm) package.
Minimum Load. The minimum load current / power
that must be drawn from the power supply in order for
the supply to meet its performance specifications. Less
frequently, a minimum load is required to prevent the
power supply from failing.
Module Evaluation Board. A test fixture used to
evaluate Vicor DC-DC converters.
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure). MTBF is the point
at which 63% of a given population no longer meet
specification. It can either be calculated or demonstrated.
The usual calculation is per MIL-STD-217 Rev. E. Demonstrated
reliability is usually determined by temperature accelerated
life testing and is usually greater than calculated MTBF.
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N
Nominal Input. The center value for the input voltage
range.
Nominal Value. A usual, average, normal, or expected
operating condition. This stated value will probably not be
equal to the value actually measured.

O
Offline. A power supply that receives its input power
from the AC line, without using a 50 / 60 Hz power
transformer prior to rectification and filtering, hence
the term “offline” power supply.
Open Frame. A power supply where there is no external
metal chassis; the power supply is provided to the end
user essentially as a printed circuit board that provides
mechanical support as well as supporting the components
and making electrical connections.
Operating Temperature. The range of temperatures in
which a unit can operate within specifications.
Optoisolator. An electro-optical device that transmits a
signal across a DC isolation boundary.
ORing Diodes. Diodes used to isolate supplies from one
another under a fault condition.
Output Filtering. Filter used to reduce switching power
supply noise and ripple.
Output Good. A power supply status signal that indicates
the output voltage is within a certain tolerance. An output
that is either too high or too low will deactivate the
Output Good signal.
Output Impedance. The ratio of change in output
voltage to change in load current.
Output Noise. The AC component that may be present
on the DC output of a power supply. Switch-mode power
supply output noise usually has two components: a lower
frequency component at the switching frequency of the
converter and a high frequency component due to fast
edges of the converter switching transitions. Noise should
always be measured directly at the output terminals with
a scope probe having an extremely short grounding lead.
Output Power Rating. The maximum power in watts
that the power supply can provide and still maintain safety
agency approvals.
Output Voltage Accuracy. See Setpoint Accuracy.
Overload Protection. A power supply protection circuit
that limits the output current under overload conditions.
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Overshoot. A transient output voltage change exceeding
the high limit of the voltage accuracy specification caused
by turning the power supply on or off, or abruptly
changing line or load conditions.
Overtemp Warning. A TTL compatible signal that indicates
an overtemperature condition exists in the power supply.
Overvoltage Protection (OVP). A circuit that either
shuts down the power supply or crowbars the output
in the event of an output overvoltage condition.

P
Parallel Boost. VI- /MI-200 Family Booster modules may
be added to a Driver to create multi-kilowatt arrays.
Boosters do not contain any feedback or control circuitry.
Parallel Operation. Connecting the outputs of two or
more power supplies together for the purpose of
obtaining a higher output current. This requires power
supplies specially designed for load sharing.
PARD. Periodic And Random Deviation. Referring to the
sum of all ripple and noise components on the DC output
of a power supply, regardless of nature or source.
Peak Power. The absolute maximum output power that a
power supply can produce without immediate damage.
Peak power capability is typically well beyond the
continuous output power capability and the resulting
average power should not exceed rated specifications.
Pi Filter. A commonly used filter at the input of a
switching supply or DC-DC converter to reduce reflected
ripple current. The filter usually consists of two shunt
capacitors with inductance between them.
Post Regulator. A secondary regulating circuit on an
auxiliary output of a power supply that provides regulation
on that output.
Power Fail. A power supply interface signal that gives a
warning that the input voltage will no longer sustain full
power regulated output.
Power Factor. The ratio of true power to apparent power
in an AC circuit. In power conversion technology, power
factor is used in conjunction with describing AC input
current to the power supply.
Preload. A small amount of current drawn from a power
supply to stabilize its operation.
Primary. The input section of an isolated power supply, it
is connected to the AC mains and hence has dangerous
voltage levels present.
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Product Grade. The environmental and acceptance tests
performed on Vicor products.
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). A switching power
conversion technique where the on-time (or width) of a
duty cycle is modulated to control power transfer for
regulating power supply outputs.
Push-Pull Converter. A switch-mode power supply
topology that utilizes a center-tapped transformer and
two power switches. The two switches are alternately
driven on and off.

Q
Quasi-Regulated Output. The regulation of an auxiliary
output that is accomplished by regulation of the main
output. A transformer turns ratio, commensurate with the
desired auxiliary output voltage, is used in conjunction
with the output around which the main control loop is
closed. Quasi-regulated outputs are significantly affected
by second order effects in the converter.

R
Rated Output Current. The maximum load current that
a power supply can provide at a specified ambient
temperature.
Reflected Ripple Current. The rms or peak-to-peak AC
current present at the input of the power supply that is a
result of the switching frequency of the converter.
Regulation. The ability of a power supply to maintain an
output voltage within a specified tolerance as referenced
to changing conditions of input voltage and / or load.
Regulation Band. The total error band allowable for an
output voltage. This includes the effects of all of the types
of regulation: line, load, temperature and time.

Remote Sense. Wires connected in parallel with power
supply output cables such that the power supply can
sense the actual voltage at the load to compensate for
voltage drops in the output cables and / or isolation devices.
Return. The designation of the common terminal for
the power supply outputs. It carries the return current
for the outputs.
Reverse Voltage Protection. A protection circuit that
prevents the power supply from being damaged in the
event that a reverse voltage is applied at the input or
output terminals.
RFI. Radio Frequency Interference. Undesirable noise
produced by a power supply or other electrical or
electronic device during its operation. In power supply
technology, RFI is usually taken to mean the same
thing as EMC.
Ripple and Noise. The amplitude of the AC component
on the DC output of a power supply usually expressed
in millivolts peak-to-peak or rms. For a linear power
supply it is usually at the frequency of the AC mains.
For a switching power supply, it is usually at the
switching frequency of the converter stage.

S
Safety Ground. A conductive path to earth that is
designed to protect persons from electrical shock by
shunting away any dangerous currents that might occur
due to malfunction or accident.
Secondary. The output section of an isolated power
supply, it is isolated from the AC mains and specially
designed for safety of personnel who might be working
with power on the system.
SELV. An acronym for Safety Extra Low Voltage, a term
generally defined by the regulatory agencies as the
highest voltage that can be contacted by a person and
not cause injury. It is often specifically defined as 30 Vac
or 42.4 Vdc.

Regulatory Agencies. CSA: Canadian Standards
Association; FCC: Federal Communications Commission;
FTZ: Fernmelde Technisches Zentralamt; TÜV: Technischer
Überwachungs Verein; U.L.: Underwriters Laboratory; VDE:
Verband Deutscher Electrotechniker.

Setpoint Accuracy. Ratio of actual to specified output
voltage.

Remote Inhibit. A power supply interface signal, usually
TTL compatible, that commands the power supply to shut
down one or all outputs.

Sequencing. The technique of establishing a desired
order of activating the outputs of a multiple output
power supply.

Remote On/Off. Enables power supply to be remotely
turned on or off. Turn-on is typically performed by open
circuit or TTL logic “1”, and turn-off by switch closure or
TTL logic “0”.

Soft Start. A technique for gradually activating a power
supply circuit when the power supply is first turned on.
This technique is generally used to provide a gradual rise
in output voltages and inrush current limiting.
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Soft Line. A condition where there is substantial impedance
present in the AC mains feeding input power to a power
supply. The input voltage to the power supply drops
significantly with increasing load.
Split Bobbin Winding. A transformer winding technique
where the primary and secondary are wound side-by-side
on a bobbin with an insulation barrier between them.
Standby Current. The input current drawn by a power
supply when shut down by a control input (remote inhibit)
or under no load.
Stiff Line. A condition where there is no significant
impedance present in the AC mains feeding input power
to a power supply. The input voltage to the power supply
does not change appreciably with load.
Switching Frequency. The rate at which the DC voltage
is switched on and off in a switching power supply.

T

U
Undershoot. A transient output voltage change which
does not meet the low limit of the voltage accuracy
specification and is caused by turning the power supply
on or off, or abruptly changing line or load conditions.
Universal Input. An AC input capable of operating from
major AC lines worldwide, without straps or switches.

V
VI Chip® (VIC). VI Chips are the smallest power
components available today — about the size of a 1/16
brick and very power dense. They can be used as building
blocks to replace existing circuits (quarter bricks and silver
box power supplies). VI Chips offer flexible thermal
management: a low thermal impedance package and the
design of the package simplifies heat sink design.
Voltage Balance. The difference in magnitudes, in
percent, of two output voltages that have equal
nominal voltage magnitudes but opposite polarities.

Temperature Coefficient. The average output voltage
change expressed as a percent per degree Celsius of
ambient temperature change. This is usually specified for
a predetermined temperature range.

Voltage Mode. A method of closed loop control of a
switching converter to correct for changes in the output
voltage.

Temperature Derating. Reducing the output power of a
power supply with increasing temperature to maintain
reliable operation.

W

Thermal Pad. A phase change material (ThermMate)
used as a thermal interface between the converter and
a heat sink or chassis.
Thermal Protection. A power supply protection circuit
that shuts the power supply down in the event of
unacceptably high internal temperatures.
Topology. The design type of a converter, indicative of
the configuration of switching transistors, utilization of
the transformer, and type of filtering. Examples of
topologies are the Flyback, Forward, Half Bridge, Full
Bridge, Resonant and Zero-Current-Switching.

Warm-Up Drift. The initial change in the output voltage
of a power supply in the time period between turn-on
and when the power supply reaches thermal equilibrium
at 25°C, full load and nominal line.
Warm-Up Time. The time required after initial turn-on for
a power supply to achieve compliance to its performance
specifications.

X
X-Capacitor. A capacitor connected across the supply
lines to suppress normal mode interference.

Tracking. A characteristic in a multiple output power
supply where any changes in the output voltage of one
output caused by line, load, and / or temperature are
proportional to similar changes in accompanying outputs.
Transient Recovery Time. The time required for an
output voltage to be within specified accuracy limits after
a step change in line or load conditions.
True Power. In an AC circuit, true power is the actual
power consumed. It is distinguished from apparent power
by eliminating the reactive power component that may
be present.
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Y
Y-Capacitor. Power conversion modules generally require
bypass capacitors from line to chassis (earth ground) to
shunt common-mode noise currents and keep them local
to the converter. In cases where the converters are
operating from rectified AC line voltage, the failure of a
bypass capacitor could result in excessive leakage current
to the equipment chassis thus creating a ground fault and
shock hazard. For this reason, a special classification of
capacitor, referred to as a Y-capacitor, is recommended.
These capacitors contain a dielectric with unique “selfhealing” properties to help prevent against excessive
leakage.
To meet general EMC requirements (Section 9), Vicor
recommends the use of Y-capacitors with all power
conversion modules. Y-capacitors meet IEC384-14,
EN132400, and UL1283 standards.

Z
Zero-Current-Switching. The turn-on and turn-off of a
switching device at zero current, resulting in essentially
lossless switching. The zero-current-switching topology
allows Vicor converters to operate at frequencies up to
1 MHz, with efficiencies higher than 80% and power
densities greater than conventional topologies.
Zero-Voltage-Switching. This technique significantly
minimizes the switching losses and dv/dt noise due to the
discharge of the switching MOSFET junction capacitance
and reverse recovery of the diode, and enables switch
mode converters to operate at higher frequencies.
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